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Dear FAMILY and Friends,
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I have discovered some real nice videos that cover science in a new truthful light.  Since you and your children have likely
been government school educated, that education has been deficient.  These videos demostrate what schools should have

been teaching.  I thought this CD would make it easier to see and share with your family and friends.  The video series is

entitled Creation Science Evangelism (CSE) by Dr. Kent Hovind.   Video #1 is called Age Of The Earth.  Video #2 is

called Garden Of Eden.  Each one is 2 hours long.  Video abstracts and links for all 7 videos in the series are here. (Update
1/11/11 ALL Videos can be viewed and controlled with a progress bar  adjustment in a browser  on the internet -  see http://hisways.org/steward

/TrueScienceCD/)

This CD (see index.) is completely self-contained so that the 1st two videos can be viewed with either of the video players

provided which eliminates: cookies,  Local Shared Objects i.e.  Flash tracking cookies or the installation of any plugins.  

The VLC-0.8.6 player is for older Windows computers and the VLC-1.1.2 is for newer computers.  Both of them work on

my WinXP and Win7.  The VLC-1.1.2 is nicer for teaching because you can click on the progress bar ahead of the arrow

and easily advance the video.  For example, suppose you taught the video in 30 minute segments, you can re-start the video

and easily jump to the 30, 60, or 90 minute mark by clicking the progress bar.   (On Unix or Linux computers, a browser can be used to
go to the root directory of the CD to open these CoverLetter.html , TrueScience.html or online index.html pages or/and use the gxine 0.5.9 media

player (File | Open) to play the videos with the .flv extension.)

   

The CD automatically asks to start and will open a splash menu where you can run links to open the video players with the

default play list.  The play list permits one to easily select either video to view.  When switching videos using the play list

button, the switchover looks better from the default startup size rather than from the "F11" full screen size.  If these CSE

videos are encouraging and you would like to show the videos to a group, the CSE web site has DVD's for sale which can be

viewed on a TV and controlled with a remote control.  In lieu of other options, this CD is free to use and copy, unedited, and

free to distribute as long as you do not charge for the CD in any way. (This is a CSE requirement  for freely copying their

videos.)

Regarding creation theory, consider this word of grace:  And Jesus said unto him, Forbid [him] not: for  he that is not

against us is for us.  Luke 9:50 (KJV).

Besides Truth In Science and Truth In Education, additional motivations for this CD and for web links to other resources and

options  (including:  spiritual,  parental,  ministerial  and  public  ed.,)  are  contained  in the  CD-Pastor.html page and  the

CD-Legislator.html page.

Sincerely yours,

 ____________________________ [Top]  
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  R. Klenk   P.O. Box 76514  St. Petersburg,  FL  33734-6514 
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Friend, please make a copy of this CD  for your family and friends.  Then if possible make one for your Pastor, Teacher, School

Board or/and Legislator.  Tell  them you agree with these videos and you want religious relief from The Evolution Religion for the

children, the parents and your community.  Ask them for relief under the principles of: conscientious objection, intellectual freedom,

equal access to state statues that demand truth and accuracy in textbooks.  Ask them to put Creation Science on equal classroom

footing with the proselytizing Evolution Religion. 
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